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About This Game

"It’s a story about guilt, sacrifice and the love of wildlife…"

Deer Man is a short Interactive storytelling experience. In the winters of 2015, Jacob took a break from his busy and noisy life
by visiting his parents in America. Sticking to his usual routine, he took his first morning run in the nearby woods. It was

freezing and extremely quiet but Jacob wasn't alone.

You play as Jacob's memory, where you will have an incredible encounter with Deer Man & the dark side of his love for the
wildlife.

So, are you ready for a run?

Key Features

An original story Inspired from the wildlife, The Virunga National Park in Congo, where rangers are risking their lives
to protect morning gorillas and the rest of the wildlife from the poachers.

Find items, examine and dive in with the emotions as the story unfolds.
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Take the experience to another level with Oculus DK2 + CV1 (Supported & Tested)

Beautiful Soundtrack by Mahesh Raghvan
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Title: Deer Man
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Red Mount Media, Antarsoft
Publisher:
Red Mount Media
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2016
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English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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nice,lets see the near-future warfare. I didn't like this game. There's much better Galaga-esque games out there than this one.
The intro graphics are pretty nice but the controls are so sluggish, I immediately stopped playing.. Not all software are equal...
This is a good one!. soooooooooo laggy
. Not a bad hidden-object game as far as that goes. Slightly better than their average, but a good chunk of the puzzles are ones
you'll see in the previous two Lost Lands games. I like the interaction with the items in your inventory, but that's about it for
new features over the last one. The scenery is pretty though, so there's that.

However, the main thing that makes me not recommend the game is the obnoxious advertising splash image at the beginning of
the game *and* the points during the game where a popup asks you to rate them. Your options are "rate me" and "maybe later",
so I'm not sure why they expected anything other than negative ratings and reviews.. An excellent game!
RTS style Tower Defense on Mars. (MarZ)
Good voice acting.
Excellent animations.
Intuitive UI.

https://youtu.be/pETLC4qNYHE
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Better than boom beach by faaaaaar tbh. gt;Hold money for upgrades
>YEE FLYING
>I crash in GreeceBall
>From 100$ to -10$
>NOW IM IN DEBT

5/7 would be in debt instead of greece again

Now really this game is a nice one for the CB lovers and i will let it take 10 minutes of my time when im waiting for something
:D Good Job Dev. super uncontroleble cars
so uncontroleble its no fun at all. One of the best games I have played in recent years, if not ever. Puzzles aren't too difficult,
though some can be a bit challenging the first time through. The Talos Principle touches on some very deep, dark philosophical
ideas throughout, but leaves it to you to decide what to believe (despite certain influences).

VERY highly recommended!. My initial impressions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQnWGpRyXjI

So I see this game for free and get a key etc.. It looks like Pokemon so I figure "why not", and give it a try.. and now I'm
addicted! Send help!

I think it was the random chance to get an epic or even legendary pet. You'll be glad to know that I did finally get that golden
Phrooster and it's one of my best pets!

I recommend giving this game a try, you can play it whenever you have a short break, or a free moment such as having a cup of
coffee in the morning etc.... Worst. Game. Ever. Don't buy it it's just another Unity assets game.
sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo bad. Wargame: Airland Battle is easily the most detail-oriented,
intricate RTS game I've played to date. The game excels in textures, dynamic effects,unit diversity, and multiplayer options.
Where it struggles in, however, is the learning curve. While the game, once mastered becomes an absolute blast to play, it IS
ruthless and unforgiving to new players. And expect to be a new player for a while.

But if you can oversee the learning curve, there is nothing else that hampers this game. It is smart enough to automatically assign
the ideal graphic settings for your computer, intense enough to offer 10 vs. 10 player skirmishes on a variety of enormous maps,
and open enough to make almost every action on the battlefield your call.

In short, this game is a must-have for any RTS fans, hands down. If you aren't one, though, I strongly urge you to consider the
learning curve, as it the steepest in any game I've ever played.

Ellen - 2D Pixel Art Horror Game:
Hello Guys,

As you know I have been away for about 2 years but all this time I have been working on my next big project with a super
talented team. I would like to introduce you to my next project: Ellen is now live on Steam!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/822920/Ellen/

This is a significant jump from Deer Man and I hope that you will like the game. Ellen is now 40% off on Steam and will go
back to it's original price $9.99 after one week.

Time to get it and have a spooky weekend ^^ I'm happy to speak with you all whenever you have time, say Hello!

P.S. Thank you for playing Deer Man and enabling me to create this new game ^^

Team Red. Deer Man in Chinese & Russian (UI + Subtitles):
Hello Guys,

We are happy to let you know, in next few days Deer Man will be available in both Chinese & Russian language. We have been
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working hard for the past few days to have the whole UI (User Interface) & the Subtitles in both Chinese & Russian.

Screenshots / Chinese:
Menu[i.imgsafe.org]
In-Game[i.imgsafe.org]

Screenshots / Russian:
Menu[i.imgsafe.org]
In-Game[i.imgsafe.org]

There are some last minute touches to be done, also after hearing the people who bought the game and taking their suggestion
into consideration we are doing few fixes in the game too. We will let you know as the new update goes live!

That is all for now and can't wait to announce the new update. We are always looking forward to hear from ya'll so that we have
the best of experience for the players.

Good Day,
Team Red
. Your opinion matters!:
Hello Guys,

It's been a while since we launched Deer Man. It was our first storytelling game, we did try our best to make it as exciting as
possible. We would like to thank you for buying the game, playing the game and supporting us with your feedback.

We got super strong criticism and honest opinion about Deer Man, as you know making an indie game with the lowest budget
possible, it isn't easy and we did work about 9 - 10 months on Deer Man before it was finally released.

We would like to know from you: What mistake do you think we can avoid in your next game? Please help us focus on our
mistakes by pointing them out and we would like to make sure, we never do crazy mistakes again.

In few weeks, we will announce our next project which already has been under development since 10 months :D

Thank you,

Team Red
Red Mouont Media[www.redmountmedia.com]. Deer Man now available in Chinese & Russian + Achievements!:
Hello Guys,

We are happy to announce 'Deer Man' is now available in the following languages:

Chinese: User Interface + Subtitles
Russian: User Interface + Subtitles
English: Full Audio + User Interface + Subtitles

And...

4 Achievements to unlock!

We hope you enjoy the game and have fun,
Team Red

Note:
Please if you find any bugs report at hello@redmountmedia.com. Big update on the way!:
Hello Everyone,
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We are happy to be here with our first title on Steam and we hope you like our short interactive storytelling experience. Moving
forward, we would like to let you know about our plans for the next week’s big update:

In next week’s update Deer Man will have:

Mac & Linux Build

Achievements & Trading Cards

Chinese, German, Russian ( UI / Subtitles - Language Support)

HTC Vive (VR Headset Support)

DLC Official Soundtrack by Mahesh Raghvan

We really hope that you will enjoy the experience and looking forward to have your feedback.

If you find any bugs, please report them at redmountmedia@gmail.com

Thank you and enjoy the experience!
Red Mount Media[redmountmedia.com]
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